
START 
TIME 

PG AGENDA ITEM LEAD TIMING 

5:30 p.m. 1. Call to Order and Opening Remarks P. Mustin 1 min 

5:31 pm 3 2. Approval of the Agenda
Motion 1

P. Mustin 1 min 

5:32 pm 3. Conflict of Interest Declarations P. Mustin 1 min 

5:33 pm 
5 
3 

4. Approval of the Minutes
4.1. September 20, 2018 

Motion 2 

P. Mustin 1 min 

5:34 pm 9 5. Follow Up Items R. Zaeem 2 min 

5:36 pm 
10 

3 
32 
3 
40 
3-4

6. Staff Reports
6.1. Resident & Property Services Report – The 

Village 
Motion 3 

6.2. Resident and Property Services Report – VPCHI 
Motion 4, 5 and 6 

6.3. Capital Assets & Infrastructure Report 
Motion 7 and 8 

C. Donmoyer

C. Thornhill
M. Al
Balmouni

15 min 

15 min 
15 min 

6:21 pm 50 
4 

7. ED Report on Development Activities
Motion 9

L. Gagne 15 min 

6:36 pm 8. New Business P. Mustin 1 min 

6:37 pm 9. Date/Time of Next Meeting
November 28 – Joint Meeting with Finance Committee 

P. Mustin 1 min 

6:38 pm 10. Adjourn P. Mustin 1 min 

Property and Tenant Relations Committee Meeting 
Victoria Park Community Homes  

October 23, 2018 at 5:30 p.m. 
AGENDA 
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# Meeting 
Date 

Agenda 
Item 

Motion 

1 2018-10-23 2 Be it moved that the Committee approve the agenda, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

2 2018-10-23 4.1 
 

Be it moved that the Committee approve the minutes of September 
20, 2018 as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

3 2018-10-23 6.1 Be it moved that the Committee accept the report from Resident 
and Property Services for The Village, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

4 2018-10-23 6.1 Be it moved that the Committee recommend that the Board 
approve the award for insurance renewal to Cowan Insurance in the 
amount of $412,966 for VPCHI and $30,652 for VPAHC, as 
presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

5 2018-10-23 6.1 Be it moved that the Committee recommend that the Board does 
not pay the HSC fee in the amount of $9, 921, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

6 2018-10-23 6.2 Be it moved that the Committee accept the report from Resident 
and Property Services for VPCHI, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

7 2018-10-23 6.3 Be it moved that the Committee accept the report from Capital 
Assets and Infrastructure, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 

LIST OF MOTIONS  

Committee Property and Tenant Relations 
Meeting Date October 23, 2018 
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# Meeting 

Date 
Agenda 
Item 

Motion 

8 2018-10-23 6.3 Be it moved that the Committee recommend the contract award for 
perimeter fence replacement at VP54 – Connaught Place, to Premier 
Fencing in the amount of $48,450 plus HST, as presented. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:     CARRIED 

9 2018-10-23 7 Be it moved that the committee accept and receive the ED Report: 
Development Activities, as presented.  
 
Mover:   Seconder:     CARRIED 

10 2018-10-23 10 Be it moved that, being no further business,  the meeting was 
adjourned at __________. 
 
Mover:   Seconder:   CARRIED 
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In attendance        
S. Holman (Chair) 
D. Filice 
M. Al-Halimi 
K.  Vadivale       
 
Regrets 
P. Mustin 
U. Filice 
 
Staff 
L. Gagne, Executive Director (Recorder) 
C. Thornhill, Manager Resident & Property Services 
R. Zaeem, Manager, Capital Assets & Infrastructure 
C. Donmoyer, Manager, Resident & Property Services 
 

Minutes 

1. Call to Order 
It was noted that P. Mustin is flying home from the UK so asked S. Holman to Chair this 
meeting.  S. Holman welcomed M. Al-Halimi and K. Vadivale to their first, full P & T 
meeting.  S. Holman called the meeting to order at 5:31 p.m. 

 
2. Approval of the Agenda 

Be it moved that the Committee approve the agenda, as presented. 
 

Mover: M. Al-Halimi  Seconder: D. Filice  CARRIED 
3. Conflict of Interest Declarations 

None were declared. 
 

4. Approval of Minutes 
Be it moved that the Committee approve the minutes of the meetings held on June 5, 
2018, August 8, 2018 and August 21, 2018, as presented. 

 
Mover: K. Vadivale  Seconder: M. Al-Halimi  CARRIED 

 
Property and Tenant Relations Committee 

September 20, 2018 
MINUTES 
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5. Follow Up Items 
The Committee reviewed the report provided which had 8 items listed: 
Items 1 – 5  – All completed 
Item 6 – Emergency Response Training:  C. Thornhill reported that she had provided the 
initial training using HSC materials.  All RMs received their package and are to complete the 
portions of the package that pertain to their properties.  This will then be re-visited in 
October or November as we gather and review the results.  The new target for completion is 
December 2018. 
Item 7 – Mold Issue at VP44:  This is an on-going issue and the residents are not being co-
operative.  We continue to look for solutions and will update the Committee at the next 
meeting. 
Item 8 – Staff did confirm Atlantic Roofing carries adequate insurance so this item is 
complete. 
 

6. Staff Reports 
6.1. Resident and Property Services Report – The  Village 

C. Donmoyer presented his report which included updates on Benchmark RGI Targets, Units 
Removed from Service, Unit Turnovers, Summary of Landlord and Tenant Board Activity, 
Summary of Mediated Agreements, Violations & Orders to Comply (none), Insurance Claims, 
Property Services Staffing, Celebratory Barbecue, Yardi Maintenance Module Pilot, Capital 
Work, Unexpected Windfalls (funding), Exterior Work, Mechanical Work, Piping Work and 
finally, an update on Strategic Plan activities.  The following was discussed further: 

• Since writing this report, Sandy Shaw, NDP MPP for Hamilton West-Ancaster-Dundas 
has advised she is not able to come to the celebratory barbecue but she would like to 
follow up with Victoria Park following the event. 

• It is great news to see that the balcony and EIFFs work came in around $1.5 million 
less than budgeted and work is proceeding quickly. 

• There is further good news for The Village when we learned that the City is not going 
to require Victoria Park to repay a surplus of rent supplement funds which occurred 
when we transferred the rent supplements from other properties to The Village.  
During that reconciliation, it was noted that Victoria Park owed the City of Hamilton 
$120,148 and they have instructed us to put the money towards the capital repairs at 
The Village which was truly an unexpected windfall. 

• It was noted that the timing for the maintenance module has been bumped back 
slightly so the testing for McMaster and our scattered properties will start by the end 
of October.  A discussion was held on “lessons learned” so far including minor 
technical issues, different user permissions, syncing phones and ensuring user 
groups are set-up properly.  A discussion was held on the why maintenance 
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personnel can’t create work orders and it was agreed there is a difference between 
work orders and purchase orders. 

 
6.2.  Resident and Property Management Report  - VPCHI  

C. Thornhill presented a report for VPCON on Benchmark RGI Targets, Units Removed From 
Service, Unit Turnover, Summary of LTB Activity, Summary of Mediated Agreements, 
Collections, Solar Revenue, Violations and Orders to Comply, Insurance Claims, Operational 
Fixes, Staffing and Tenant Relations.  The following was discussed further: 

• L. Blumas is working with the legal staff in coordinating information with other 
divisions regarding collections and other reports.  There has been no further update 
on collections since June. 

• A lengthy discussion was held on the operational fixes around the RGI calculations.  
C. Thornhill explained how it has been broken down into three (3) phases to ensure 
we get Yardi and the RGI processes flowing smoothly together.   

 
6.3. Capital Assets & Infrastructure Report 

R. Zaeem presented the report for Capital Assets and Infrastructure which included updates 
on Carry over projects from 2017, 2018 project updates, Google Map layer of VPCH, Parental 
Leave and the next Property & Tenant Relations’ Committee meeting.  The following was 
discussed further: 
• The committee is quite pleased with the progress of work and the amount of catch-up 

that R. Zaeem and his team are accomplishing. 
• R. Zaeem will be taking parental leave from October 9 to November 23, 2018. 
• R. Zaeem asked that the next P & T meeting be moved from October 2 to October 23 

and his assistant, M. Al Balmouni will attend in his place. 
 

Be it moved that the Committee receive all three (3) reports from RPS and Capital Assets 
as presented and that the committee agree to move the next meeting date to October 23, 
2018. 

 
Mover: M. Al-Halimi  Seconder: K. Vadivale  CARRIED 

 
7. New Business 

7.1. Roof Replacement at 151 Queen Street North 
C. Donmoyer presented a report on the required roof replacement.  A discussion was held 
and M. Al-Halimi stressed that the roof replacement and HVAC replacement must be 
timed very carefully. 
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It was noted that although this is a new item to the capital plan, it will not increase the 
overall budget because The Village’s balcony work came in so far under budget. 
 

Be it moved that the Committee approve a new capital budget item in the amount of 
$500,000 for the roof replacement at 151 Queen Street North in 2018.  It is noted that this 
budget item will not increase the total budget amount allocated for the year 2018 as some 
projects have come in significantly under budget. 

 
Mover: D. Filice  Seconder: M. Al-Halimi  CARRIED 

 
8. Date/Time of Next Meeting 

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on October 23, 2018 at 5:30 p.m. 
 

9. Adjournment 
Be it moved that, there being no other business, the Committee adjourn the meeting at 6:36 
p.m. 

 
Mover: M. Al-Halimi  Seconder: K. Vadivale  CARRIED 
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FOLLOW UP ITEMS FROM PROPERTY & TENANT RELATIONS MEETING 
October 2018 

 

 
 
# 

 
DATE OF 
MTG. 

 
FOLLOW UP ITEM(S) 

 
ACTION TO BE 
TAKEN BY 
 

 
STATUS 

 
TARGET  
DATE 

 
COMP-
LETE 

1 18/06/05 Item 7.2 – RM Training 
Who is providing the 
emergency response training 
and what will it cover? 

C. Thornhill Training provided by 
the Manager, 
Resident and 
Property Services, 
using HSC 
resources. June 
meeting was 
rescheduled to 
September start 
with completion 
expected in Dec. 

December 
2018 

 

2 18/06/05 Item 7.3 
Ongoing mould issue at VP44. 
Would VPCH provide a de-
humidifier and offset the hydro 
costs? 

C. Thornhill/ 
R. Zaeem 

Work in the attic as 
recommended by 
Rizwan was 
complete.  Tenants 
are not 
accommodating our 
requests to move 
belongings in 
bedroom to do 
surface work on the 
ceiling.  
Dehumidifier has 
been provided.  We 
are discussing the 
option of renting a 
storage POD for 
them and getting the 
interior work 
scheduled this Fall. 

Dec 2018  
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REPORT 

Date: October 16th, 2018 

 

To: PROPERTY AND TENANT RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
From: Cooper Donmoyer, Manager of Resident & Property Services 
Subject: Property Services Report – The Village 
 

Purpose 

To provide the Property & Tenant Relations Committee with an update of activity for The Village 
since the last Committee meeting. 

 

Recommendations 

For the Property and Tenant Relations Committee to accept this report. 

Benchmark RGI Targets – September 

Service 
Manager 

Rent Supplement 
Agreement 

(with the city of 
Hamilton) 

HAP 
(Housing Assistance 

Program) 

VAP 
(VPCH Internal 

Subsidy Assistance 
Program) 

Target 45 N/A N/A 

Allocated 44 13 18 

Variance 1 - - 

 

Units Removed From Service 

There are no units removed from service at The Village. 

Unit Turnover Report 

Vacant Day Average – 30 days vacant or better is our goal 

 

 

 

Note: See attached turnover summary for more information. 

 May June July August September October 
VILLAGE 31 Avg Days 10 Avg Days 37 Avg Days 44 Avg Days 30 Avg Days  
437 units 6 units 3 units 4 units 5 units 6 units  
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Summary of Landlord and Tenant Board (LTB) Activity - September 

 September YTD 
N4’S – Notice to Terminate Tenancy for Non-payment 18 199 

L1’S – Application to LTB – Arrears 4 20 

Hearings at LTB – Arrears 2 19 

Evictions Scheduled  - Arrears 0 3 

All Other N Applications  0 4 

 

Summary of Mediated Agreements – September 

 September YTD 
# of Tenants in the Month 1 5 
        Originally Owed $677.00 $3,197.34 
        Amount Collected $395.00  $1,938.00 
        Currently Owed $282.00 $1,259.34 
        Accounts Settled to Date   2 

 
Collections Update 

See report from C. Thornhill. 

Violations & Orders to Comply 

Property / Unit Date 
Received Action Required Deadline Status 

          
No Outstanding Violations or Orders to Comply 

     
 
Insurance Claims - Outstanding 

Incident Date Potential Expense Incident Cost to VPCH 
January 7, 2018 $80,000-$100,000+ Burst rad in unit 1508 and unit 208 at 

151 Queen Street North. 31 units 
affected by this flooding incident. 
Expenses associated with this project 
include emergency response, flood 
cleanup, demolition, new construction 
in units, plumbing repairs to rads, and 
overtime to VPCH employees who 
assisted on site. 

 $50,000 
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Property Services Staffing 

Currently there are no open positions at The Village. 

Celebratory Barbecue 

The celebratory barbecue was held on September 21st 2018. Adam Sweedland announced that 
Victoria Park would be receiving some funding from the Mayors Poverty Reduction Fund. For a 
more comprehensive summary, see attached schedule A to review the successes and lessons 
learned from this event. 
 

Yardi Maintenance Module Pilot Program 

The maintenance module pilot program is progressing well. See schedule below:  

Project Timeline 
Date - 2018 Description 
October 26th Initial introduction of project to scattered properties staff 

members 
November 8th Rollout of Yardi maintenance module 
November 8th – November 14th Time allocated to familiarize staff with new equipment, begin 

using maintenance module in real-time with real workorders 
November 14th Initial check-in to discuss successes, challenges, fixes, policy 

revisions 
November 14th – November 21st Time allocated to test any changes made 
November 21st Check-in to discuss successes, challenges, fixes, policy 

revisions 
November 22nd – November 29th Time allocated to test any changes made 
November 29th Check-in to discuss successes, challenges, fixes, policy 

revisions 
November 30th – December 13th Time allocated to test any changes made 
December 13th Check-in to discuss successes, challenges, fixes, policy 

revisions 
December 14th – December 20th Time allocated to test any changes made 
 

The initial pilot program at The Village was expected to take two months to complete. This has 
been revised to account for an additional two months of testing at The Village.  

The maintenance module has been introduced to the Maintenance Attendant servicing the 
scattered properties. I expect to introduce the maintenance module to McMaster by the end of 
October. Following introduction, I expect to begin testing during the first week of November. This 
will entail frequent meetings with both the scattered properties Maintenance Attendant, and the 
staff at McMaster. 
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Capital Work – The Village 
 

See attached schedule B 

Fridge audit 

Originally, I estimated that this would be completed on September 7th. Unfortunately, the audit is 
not yet finished. The timeline has been extended to November 20th to complete this work. 

 

Balcony and Exterior Insulation Finishing System (EIFS): 

The balcony and EIFS work is proceeding according to schedule. See schedule C for images. 
There have been minor delays due to residents failing to clear off their balconies in a timely 
manner. These delays have been addressed promptly on Victoria Park’s end. 

A few residents have experienced cable outages and have been directed by Cogeco to call our 
office, stating that we disconnected their cable. This is not the case, and I have been working with 
our new Cogeco account rep to have service technicians visit the affected residents.  

The contractor has been very responsive to our requests and has promptly fixed any deficiencies 
noted. I have not received any resident complaints about the contractor. My impression is that 
they have been exceptionally polite to our residents while working at The Village.  

FINN proposed a cable management system that is aesthetically pleasing, easier to work with, 
and requires no input from Cogeco. We’re installing a pre-finished metal cover over the horizontal 
cabling that matches and blends in with the EIFS. See Schedule D. The vertical cabling will be 
covered with a pre-finished metal cover that is as closely matched to the building color scheme as 
possible. If Cogeco requires access to their infrastructure, the metal cover can be removed with a 
bolt and replaced afterwards.  

 

Mechanical Tender/Roof Replacement: 

As discussed during the last P&T meeting, the mechanical tender has been put on hold until a 
roof replacement can be completed. We expect the roof replacement to cost between $400,000 - 
$500,000. This number is only a rough estimate because the consultant, FINN, is still developing 
specifications for the replacement and it has not yet gone out to tender. 
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Piping Replacement: 

In my previous report to the P&T Committee, I wrote that the piping replacement project was 
going out to tender the week of September 24th, with bidding closing the week of October 8th. 
Unfortunately an addendum was issued and the bidding will close on November 7th. 

As a result of ongoing skilled labour shortages in addition to a larger than normal number of 
condo piping replacement projects (because of Kitec polyethylene used in 2006 that now requires 
mass replacement), many of the contractors that we invited to bid have notified us that they are 
too busy to perform work at The Village. FINN has now invited additional contractors to bid on this 
project. In addition, FINN is projecting an increase in labour costs from contractors who do bid. 

 

Strategic Plan Update: 

 

1.1: 2-year Resident Engagement Plan for The Village: 

I began the Resident Engagement Plan by drafting a resident demographic data capture plan for 
The Village. This plan will establish what data we need to capture, how we intend to capture the 
data, and what we will use the data for. I am currently consulting with staff members who will play 
a role in assisting with data collection (Front Desk Reception, Rental Administrator, Resident 
Managers).  

 

1.2: Assessment of Social Services Agencies and programs in neighbourhood: 

I have identified over a dozen different social service agencies in the immediate neighbourhood. 
Currently, I am classifying them in to different categories and developing a map with the different 
agencies listed on it. 

 

1.3 and 1.7: Maintain strategic partnerships for success and establish schedule for regular 
partnership meetings: 

Training for our first hire began on October 15th through Threshold School of Building. We expect 
to place this person with The Village staff upon successful completion of the program. We are 
attempting to schedule interviews in the next two weeks for two additional trainees. We had 
originally interviewed and accepted two trainees, but one found gainful employment elsewhere 
before their training could begin. The objectives of the program remain unchanged since my last 
report to the Committee.  
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1.4: Hold first town hall residents meeting: 

As stated during the last P&T meeting, this was completed on June 21st 2018. Future reports will 
not mention this item any more. 

 

1.5: Establish continuous feedback loop with residents: 

See section 1.6 

 

1.6: Establish schedule for regular townhall meetings to assess progress: 

The next townhall meeting is tentatively scheduled for November 21st. I’m currently in the 
planning stages to make sure that all of the lessons learned from the previous two events are 
incorporated in to this one. As stated in my previous report, I plan to conduct the first dot-mocracy 
exercise at this time. 

 

1.8: Quarterly assessment of lessons learned and what worked well – incorporate into 
Resident Engagement Guide: 

As part of multiple ongoing projects, including the demographic data capture, maintenance 
module pilot program, and the resident communication pilot, lessons learned are being recorded 
and incorporated in to future projects, including the Resident Engagement Guide. 

 

1.9: Continue work on resident communication plan:  

We conducted a short pilot to test the communication plan on August 27th 2018. The decision tree 
worked as intended, although it is important to note that the pilot was limited to one notice for one 
specific task at The Village. The pilot focused on a water shutdown/suite entry notice. The 
decision tree creates a “communication path” from start to finish, with mechanisms to follow-up 
with residents, as well as when to escalate resident inquiries to other Victoria Park staff members.  

As part of the overall communication plan, notices are being updated in an effort to make them 
easier to read, reduce redundant information, and make them less threatening. 

I spoke with the Resident Managers on September 19th 2018 in order to “prime the pump” for 
upcoming changes in how we communicate with our residents. In keeping with the goal of making 
the communication process functional at all of our buildings, I’m embarking on a “learning tour” to 
visit the Resident Managers at Victoria Park properties. The purpose of this tour is to conduct 
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process mapping, specifically to learn how individual sites create and record workorders, how 
staff document long-running issues with residents, and how they escalate resident inquiries to the 
appropriate staff member. I don’t expect the new communication process to address 100% of 
resident interactions; I aim to cover 80% of the most common instances where communication is 
necessary.  
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BREAKDOWN OF UNIT TURNOVERS – June-September 2018 

 
June 

 Village 
 3 units turned over 

10 average Days 
3 unit turnover met goal 

 32-64 days 65-96 days 
 Mkt RGI Mkt  RGI 
     
Unit infested with  
Pests 

    

Vacate on Legal Notice 
– Short Notice 

    

Approved - Short 
Notice 

    

Excessive Work 
Required 

    

Transfer – Short Notice 
 

    

Waitlist Issues – 
multiple offers on unit 

    

No Waitlist – 
Advertising Required 

    

Other  -Legal & Waitlist     
 

July 
 Village 
 4 units turned over 

37 average Days 
3 unit turnover met goal 

 32-64 days 65-96 days 
 Mkt RGI Mkt  RGI 
     
Unit infested with  
Pests 

    

Vacate on Legal Notice 
– Short Notice 

 1   

Approved - Short 
Notice 

    

Excessive Work 
Required 

    

Transfer – Short Notice 
 

    

Waitlist Issues – 
multiple offers on unit 

    

No Waitlist – 
Advertising Required 

    

Other  -Legal & Waitlist     
 

 
August 

 Village 
 5 units turned over 

44 average Days 
2 unit turnover met goal 

 32-64 days 65-96 days 
 Mkt RGI Mkt  RGI 
     
Unit infested with  
Pests 

3    

Vacate on Legal Notice 
– Short Notice 

    

Approved - Short 
Notice 

    

Excessive Work 
Required 

    

Transfer – Short Notice 
 

    

Waitlist Issues – 
multiple offers on unit 

    

No Waitlist – 
Advertising Required 

    

Other  -Legal & Waitlist     
 

 
September 

 Village 
 6 units turned over 

31 average Days 
6 unit turnovers met goal 

 32-64 days 65-96 days 
 Mkt RGI Mkt  RGI 
     
Unit infested with  
Pests 

    

Vacate on Legal Notice 
– Short Notice 

    

Approved - Short 
Notice 

    

Excessive Work 
Required 

    

Transfer – Short Notice 
 

    

Waitlist Issues – 
multiple offers on unit 

    

No Waitlist – 
Advertising Required 

    

Other  -Legal & Waitlist     
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The Village Barbecue and Media Event 
Follow-Up REPORT 

Date: October 5th 2018 

 

To: Lori-Anne Gagne 
From: Cooper Donmoyer, Manager of Resident and Property Services 
Subject: Follow-Up Report on Town Hall Meeting 

 

Introduction 

The barbecue/media event on June 21 2018 was a success. I estimate 150-250 Residents were 
present. This number may be higher because some Residents showed up for food and then 
immediately left. The following report details the event’s successes and the lessons we learned 
following this event. 

 

Successes: 

1. Residents’ feedback: 
Residents were happy with the event. Some of them came up and thanked me for organizing it. 
I am not aware of any major complaints or angry Residents. I expected some inquiries about 
the capital work at The Village but only one or two Residents asked about it. 
 

2. Turnout: 
Turnout was as expected and because we moved the venue indoors due to the weather,  it was 
more crowded than I would have liked 

Schedule A 
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3. Quantity of food 

There was enough food for Residents and we had some leftovers. Our helpers limited the food 
distribution to one serving per person to avoid anyone taking large quantities and then leaving, 
which was a lesson learned from the last Village event.  
 

4. Outdoor to indoor event 
The pivot from an outdoor to an indoor event was a tough call but ultimately ended up being 
the right decision. We avoided the high winds (which would have been a hazard for the 
chldren’s bouncy castle) and any chance of rain ruining the event. 
 

5. Additional community partners invited 
The tables from Wesley and Hamilton Immigration Partnership Council (HIPC) were well-
received by Residents. Speaking with the representative from HIPC has opened potential 
opportunities for more engage with other social service providers in Hamilton. 
 

6. Children’s activities 
The face painting and bouncy castle were a huge hit. The children were well-occupied. We did 
this in an attempt to occupy the children but we still had trouble getting everyone’s attention 
so the speeches could begin.  
 

7. Funding announcement 
Adam Sweedland made a funding announcement for the Mayors Poverty Reduction Fund at the 
event. Including local political leaders provides them with a platform to share good news. 

 

Lessons Learned: 

1. Acoustics:  
The acoustics in the gymnasium were less than ideal, even with the sound system. The original 
intent for this event was to have a sound system outdoors. The acoustics were excellent on the 
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stage and for the front rows, but several guests in the back of the gym said that they couldn’t 
hear anything. 
 

2. Picnic tables indoors 
Originally, the intent was to have picnic tables outdoors. With the move to an indoor event, the 
picnic tables should not have been set up in the gymnasium. Families congregated on the 
tables and were talking during the guest speakers, making it more difficult to hear. 
 

3. Don’t run events on a Friday afternoon 
Future events will not be held on a Friday afternoon. 
 

4. Don’t run events in late September 
If at all possible, future media events will be held in July or August, where the chance of rain 
and high winds is lower. 
 

5. Get better media contacts 
I had a lot of difficulty contacting media outlets for this event. I called and emailed them, and 
couldn’t even get a reply back acknowledging my inquiry.  
 

6. More volunteers needed 
For future events I require more volunteers. Managing the lineups for the food took a lot more 
people than expected. The bouncy castle needed more than two people managing it. 
 

7. Second grill needed 
One grill was not sufficient for the volume of food that was required for this event. In the 
future, a second 6-foot grill should be rented. Future events will be designed to accommodate 
the longer lines and crowded areas. 
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8. Burgers and hotdogs to be more defrosted ahead of time
To avoid a runner having to defrost the burgers and hotdogs in the microwave, future events
should have defrosted food ahead of time.

9. Tickets for the ice cream truck
Future events may need a ticket system for the ice cream truck. Some Residents went back
multiple times for ice cream, maxing out the approved number of servings and denying some
Residents the opportunity to get a cone.

Pictures: 
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Project Estimated 
Cost of 
Retrofit (excl 
incentives) 

Available 
Incentives 

Estimated 
Cost of 
Retrofit (incl 
incentives) 

Change 
Orders 
Issued 

Actual Cost of 
Retrofit (incl 
Change Orders) 

Spent Unpaid 

Balcony and 
EIFS 

$5,028,900.00 ($146,500) $4,882,400.00 $70,000.00 $3,413,962.54 $493,790.00 $2,920,172.54 

Domestic 
Piping 
Replacement 

$2,673,400.00 $0 $2,673,400.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$28,600.00 $2,644,800.00 

Mechanical 
HVAC 
Replacement 

$902,300.00 ($281,000) $621,300.00  Project on hold 
while roof 
replacement is 
considered 

$58,550 $843,750.00 

Entrance 
Canopy 

$86,000.00 $0 $86,000.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$9,000.00 $77,000.00 

Refridgerator 
Replacement 

$101,000.00 ($12,600) $88,400.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$0 $101,000.00 

Toilets, 
showerheads
, aerator 
replacement 

$159,000.00 $0 $159,000.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$10,020.00 $148,980.00 

Common 
area lighting 

$73,800.00 ($13,350) $60,450.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$4,260.00 $69,540.00 

Community 
centre 
window 
replacement 

$164,400.00 $0 $164,400.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$0 $164,400.00 

Install 
Intelligent 
heat control 
system 

$881,900.00 ($299,900) $582,000.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$0 $881,900.00 

Air-seal 
building 

$130,000.00 $0 $130,000.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 

$0 $130,000.00 

Schedule B 
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Project Estimated 
Cost of 
Retrofit (excl 
incentives) 

Available 
Incentives 

Estimated 
Cost of 
Retrofit (incl 
incentives) 

Change 
Orders 
Issued 

Actual Cost of 
Retrofit (incl 
Change Orders) 

Spent Unpaid 

envelope tender 
Insulate 
DHW Piping 
in 
Mechanical 
Room 

$16,400.00 $0 $16,400.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$0 $16,400.00 

Training and 
Resident 
Awareness 

$10,000.00 $0 $10,000.00  Not yet awarded 
or sent out to 
tender 

$0 $10,000.00 

Total  $10,227,100.00 ($753,350) $9,473,750 $70,000.00  $604,220.00 $8,007,942.54 
*all numbers excluding HST 
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REPORT 

Date: October 17, 2018 

 

To: PROPERTY AND TENANT RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
From: Charlene Thornhill, Manager Resident & Property Services 
Subject: Resident & Property Services Report (excluding The Village) 
 

Purpose 

To provide the Property & Tenant Relations Committee with an update of Resident and Property 
Services Department activity since the last Committee meeting. 

 

Recommendations. 

For the Property and Tenant Relations Committee to; 

• make a motion on the insurance renewal with Cowan Insurance 
• make a motion to not pay the HSC insurance fees 
• accept this report. 

 

Benchmark RGI Targets – Sept 2018 

Service 
Manager 

Affordable 
(172 units) 

Section 95 
(40 units) 

Owned 
(439 units) Hamilton             

(563 units) 
Brantford 

(145 Units) 

Halton            
(57 units) 

Waterloo   
(294 Units) 

RGI Target N/A N/A N/A 419 121 46 229 

Allocated 43 8 86 398 106.5 42 218 

Variance - - - 21 14.5 4 11 

  

Units Removed From Service – One 

Currently there is one unit, 75C Caledon Ave. removed from service as it goes through a 
restoration due to a fire in May 2018.  The tenant is living in another unit at the same property 
while the work is being completed.   
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Unit Turnover Report 

Vacant Day Average – 30 days vacant or better is our Goal 

 

 AUGUST  SEPTEMBER 
 Vic Park – 1487 units Vic Park – 1487 units 
 11 units turned over 

44 Avg Days 
6 unit turnovers Met Goal 

13 unit turned over 
47 Avg Days 

8 unit turnovers Met Goal 
 32-64 days 65-96 days 32-64 days 65-96 days 
 Mkt RGI Mkt RGI Mkt RGI Mkt RGI 
         
Unit Infested with Pests 
 

  1     1 

Vacate on Legal 
Notice/Eviction – Short Notice 

1  1 1    2 

Approved - Short 
Notice/Death of a tenant 

        

Excessive Work Required 
 

1     1   

Transfer – Short Notice 
 

        

Waitlist Issues – Multiple 
Offers on Uit 

       1 

No Waitlist – Advertising 
Required 

        

Other – Process not adhered 
to - follow up with staff 

        

 

Summary Landlord & Tenant Board (LTB) Activity – September 2018 (Includes the Village) 

  YTD 
N4’S 400 2245 
L1’S 44 241 
Hearings 17 246 
Evictions 
Scheduled  

1 25 

All other N 
applications 

5 54 

 

 May June July Aug Sept 

AFFORDABLE 30 Avg Days  No Turn Over No Turn Over No Turn Over No Turn Over 

172 units 2 units    
 

  
          

VIC PARK 35 Avg Days 27 Avg Days 35 Avg Days 44 Avg. Days 47 Avg. Days 
1,487 units 10 units 8 units 10 units 11 units 13 units 
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• we had (4) orders for eviction and 4 paid and continued their tenancy. ( saved eviction)   
• We had (1) scheduled sheriff evictions.  1 stayed order 

• Note all other N applications N5/N6/N7/N8 have been added in the last row of the list.   

 

Summary of Mediated Agreements – September 2018 (Includes the Village) 

 August YTD 
# of Tenants in the Month 1 57 
        Originally Owed $1,407 $91,120 
        Amount Collected $700 $57,618 
        Currently Owed  $33,501 
  Accounts Settled to Date   59 

 

Collections Update – 2018 

All files were listed with the new collection agency, Kingston Data during the first quarter of 2018; 
therefore, that quarter has been shaded off . 

 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 
Number of Files 
Listed 

 131 162  

Total dollars 
listed 

 $250,021 $329,955  

Total Collected  $9,728 $11,058  
 

Solar Revenue 

Attached is the August 2018 Solar Revenue report for information.  Our income is lower than 
usual because of ongoing issues at 125/155 Queen Victoria Drive with the panels.  These panels 
were down for the summer months.  The required part to complete the repair was obsolete and it 
took some time for the contractor to source a fix and complete the repair.  The damage was 
caused by squirrels.  Squirrel protectors will be installed to prevent this from happening again. 

 

Violations & Orders to Comply 

Property / Unit Date 
Received Action Required Deadline Status 

 1 Hamilton Street, 
Waterdown  May 16th  Fire Order – Repair Generator   Immediately Completed 
525 Stonechurch, 
Hamilton May 24th 

Fire Order – Fire Route By-Law 
Signage replaced 90 days Completed 
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21 – 25 Connaught 
Place, Kitchener May 30th 

Property Standards Order– Fallen 
fence from wind storm June 8 Completed 

85 Caledon Ave., 
Hamilton Sept. 28 

Union Gas Order - hot water tank 
not meeting TSSA Regulations November 8 Completed 

200 Chandler Drive, 
Kitchener Sept. 20  

Property Standards Order – 
Remove two ash trees in 

deteriorated condition at the 
exterior front of the property October 4 Completed 

11 Monte Carlo, 
Kitchener October 10 

Property Standards Order - 3 cars 
unplated  in parking lot – 2 

removed & 1 towed October 24 Completed 
 

There are no outstanding violations or orders to comply at time of this report. 

 

Insurance Claims – Outstanding – 2018 claims shaded (excludes the Village) 

Incident Date Potential Expense Incident Cost to VPCH 

December 7, 2011 ~$700,000 
Slip and fall  
1517 Upper Wentworth 
Pending status of trial 

Potential cost to VPCH 
$5,000 deductible 

August 16, 2013 ~$300,000 

Slip and fall 
408 Rymal Road East 
Daniel Chadwick from ClaimsPro 
handling 

Potential Cost to VPCH 
$5,000 deductible 

February 13, 2015 ~$200,000 

Slip and fall 
2344 Barton Street East 
 Bryon Philpott case handler.  Claim 
is being held in house AIG 
Insurance 

Potential cost to VPCH 
$5,000 deductible 

June 14, 2016 
$52, 985 per Cowans 
Loss run report 

Slip and Fall at 273 Limeridge Road 
West 

Potential cost to VPCH 
$5,000 (deductible) 

February 13, 2017 $17,500 Grey Street, Brantford; Slip and Fall 
Potential cost to-date  
$17,500  

April 7, 2017 $1,000,000 

Slip and Fall; 1 Hamilton Street,   
Date of loss - August 29, 2017  
Claim closed September 12, 2017 

 
$5,000 deductible 

May 3, 2018  

Potential law suit for Slip and Fall 
at the rear entrance of 831 
Queenston Road – Received a 
letter from Personal Injury Lawyer 

 
Potential cost to VPCH 
$5,000 deductible 

May 4, 2018 $135,331 

Wind Storm damage to 29 
properties – damage to roof; fence; 
siding, eaves etc. 

 
 
$50,000 Deductible 

July 16, 2018 $200,000 

Fire in 75C Caledon Ave and some 
restoration work required in 75 B & 
D 

 
$50,000 Deductible 
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Operational Fixes – Update for this report highlighted in yellow 

I have been tasked as the lead on RGI Policies and Process Review and Fixes.  We have broken 
this down into three phases as follows; 

 

Phase 1:  Yardi Process on Annual Income Verifications (AIV) 

The one employee that had little knowledge on how this process worked in Yardi is no longer with 
us.  As well, proper testing of the RGI in the new Yardi 7 was not completed and when it went live 
we have found some issues that have caused significant problems with the work flow.  This is a 
complete start to finish review of the AIV steps in Yardi, how to generate the AIV 1st letter, 
Missing AIV or Missing Info letter and finally the NOD or new Rental Assistance letter.  This has 
involved a review of all residents lease end dates to make sure the tenants are in the right 
buckets and when the process is fixed will result in a dashboard style reporting on the Annual 
Income Verifications. As each step in the AIV process is resolved a resource manual will be 
created and training will be provided to the Rent Administrators so there is consistency using the 
Yardi work flow. I am working closely with Assetsoft our Yardi Consultants and we are 
approximately 50% into this phase.   

 

Phase 2:  Review of all letters and correspondence in through Yardi. 

This phase will involve a review of all the letters generated in Yardi with a customer service lens 
and to ensure Housing Services Act compliance.  So far we have 2 letters updated and 
approximately 8 to go.  This phase will need to be revisited when Phase 3 is complete as a 
different set of letters will need to be generated when a different program is implemented for the 
End of Operating (EOA) properties which do not need to reference HSA.  Not necessarily related 
to the RGI process, through Assetsoft, we have automated the running of some delinquency 
reports to staff as well as automated small balance letters and NSF letters to residents. 

 

Phase 3: Changes for EOA properties 

This phase will result in a new set of polices around a Victoria Park model of RGI/affordable 
housing.  Right now Finance is working out the details of what this model will look like before 
policies can be set. 

 

Property Services Staffing 

We had our Resident Managers Meeting on September 19, 2018 – main agenda items were 
Health & Safety, Change Management Training with George Vandermey; Job Summary Review 
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with Darlene Robinson, Communication Pilot Presentation with Cooper Donmoyer, continuation 
of the Emergency Response Planning using HSC material, KPI review and Steve Holman, Board 
Chair attended to present staff Recognition of Service Awards. 

On September 18, Rizwan, Lauren, Veronica and myself attended a Thinker in Residence at 
Windsor-Essex where we shared information on operations.  It was a great collaborative day with 
lots learned and many ideas to go away and look at. 

 

Tenant Relations 

Internal Reviews – No internal reviews were required since the committee met last in August 9. 

Bronte Street Development – We are planning a Resident Open House at a community hall in  
Milton in the evening of  October 30 to share information with residents of the property about the 
new building planned for the site and to hear their concerns. 

South Moutain Collaborative – We are working with Hamilton East Kiwanis and Hamilton 
Community Foundation to draft an agreement to continue the South Moutain Collabroative for 
another year.  Also, the tenant group has planned a Halloween event for the properties in this 
area. 

Insurance Renewal 

Below is a summary of property insurance quotes from Cowan and HSC (Marsh) excluding tax 
compared to prior term premium. 

 Prior term 
premium 

Cowan 
Insurance 

HSC (Marsh) HSC Fee 

Victoria Park Inc $378,770 $412,966 $513,042 $9,291 
     
Victoria Park 
Affordable 

$29,937 $30,652 $35,623 N/A 

     
 

Note that Victoria Park Inc prior term premium did not include KACHI for the full term as the 
merger was finalized after the policy started.  The proposed quotes include KACHI properties for 
the entire term of the policy. 

KACHI included in the policy for the year and an increase in claims in 2018 is the rational for the 
increase in premium for Victoria Park Inc.  No real change for Victoria Park Affordable 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Our recommendation is for the Committee recommend that the Baord proceed with Cowan 
Insurance for the upcoming term for both Victoria Park Inc and Victoria Park Affordable as they 
are the lower bidder. 

In addition, that the Board not pay the the HSC Fee not be paid for the upcoming policy renewal.  
This would be a savings of $9,291 and other housing providers have not paid this fee.  There is 
no recourse under legislation.  
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      SOLAR REVENUE UPDATE 

      Reporting period August  2018 

Total 2016-2018 revenue by month . 

 

 

Accumulated 2016-2018 revenue for January-December period by month, showing possible trend of 

increase in total Solar Revenue.   

 

Feb,  $5,547  

Apr,  $19,906  

June,  $37,683  

Aug,  $56,066  

Oct,  $68,515  
Dec,  $75,720  

Feb,  $6,885  

Apr,  $20,116  

June,  $38,940  

Aug,  $54,487  

Oct,  $64,888  
Dec,  $69,499  

Jan,  $1,462  

Feb,  $3,482  

Mar,  $7,721  

Apr,  $11,449  

May,  $17,125  

June,  $22,077  

July,  $27,569  

Aug,  $32,120  Sept,  $32,120  Oct,  $32,120  Nov,  $32,120  Dec,  $32,120  

Rev_2016 Rev_2017 Rev_2018 Trend

 2,847  

 4,038  

 5,510  

 7,722  

 9,084  
 9,740  

 8,255   7,292  

 5,831  

 4,569  

 3,352  

 1,259  

 1,877  

 3,563  

 4,310  

 4,935  

 6,822  
 7,064  

 7,381  

 6,017  

 6,161  

 4,402  

 2,594  

 1,520   1,462  

 2,020  

 4,239   3,727  

 5,677  

 4,952   5,492  

 4,550  

 -     -     -     -    

Rev_2016 Rev_2017 Rev_2018
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CAPITAL ASSETS DEPARTMENT 

Date: October 23, 2018  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: Property and Tenant Relations Committee 
From: Mohamad Al Balmouni 
Subject: Capital Assets Approval 

 
1.0 PURPOSE 

1.1 To provide the Property & Tenant Relations Committee an update on the following 
items: 

i. Carryover projects update 2017 
ii. Projects update 2018 

 
1.2 To seek approval from the Property & Tenant Relations Committee for the following 

items: 
i. VP54 – Connaught Place – perimeter fence replacement work be awarded to 

Premier Fencing for $48,450.00 + HST (see section 3.1) 
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2.0 PROJECTS UPDATE 
 

2.1 80 Gilcrest St 
Planned Schedule:    100% 
Actual Schedule:    98% 
 
The contractor is working on the deficiency list observed from the last walk through. 
Contractor has estimated that works be completed by October 18. Consultant and 
Contractor are working closely together to close this project. 
 

2.2 155 Queen St N – Entrance Upgrade  
Original Construction Budget:  $256,725  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $345,045 
Planned Schedule:    100% 
Actual Schedule:    100% 
 
The project is complete. Site walk through was conducted on October 2, 2018. Substantial 
Completion Certificate was issued to the contractor. The project is now closed and 
warranties of the works are in effect.  
 

2.3 2344 Barton St E, Sloped Roof and Mansard Replacement 
Original Construction Budget:  $470,150  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $457,620 
Planned Schedule:    100% 
Actual Schedule:    97% 
 
Sloped roofd and mansard replacement works are done. A walk through was conducted 
on October 11, 2018 at 12:00. Work was completed as per the contract specifications and 
with good quality. There are many damages to the property generated from the roof work. 
A list of all property damages and work deficiencies was generated for the contractor to 
repair. 
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2.4 831 Queenston – Flat Roof Replacement 
Active Phases:    4-Construction 
Original Construction Budget:  $559,824  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $0 
Design Budget:    $25,950 
Design Expenditure to date:  $14,250 
Planned Schedule:    29%  
Actual Schedule:    27%  
 
The project is on schedule and the construction is anticipated to be completed by 
November 9, 2018 pending delays due to weather. To date, the existing roof has been 
removed and the vapour barrier applied. The next steps are to install the new fall 
protection system anchors, install the full roof system, re-connect all mechanical 
systems, install sheet metal flashing, install a new walkway and a ballasted guard rail.  
 

2.5 Window Replacement – Various Locations 
Active Phases:    2-Design, 4-Construction 
Original Construction Budget:  $4,520,548  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $440,032 
Original Design Budget:   $106,970 
Design Expenditure to date:  $54,143 
Planned Schedule:    25% 
Actual Schedule:    20% 
 
The 1049 Rymal Rd project was completed without deficiencies on September 7, 2018, 
one week beyond the schedule. Project-close out documentation is currently in progress, 
and anticipated to be completed by the end of October.  
 
Four new window/door replacement projects have been awarded to two contractors on 
August 24, 2018. Dayside Industries has been awarded the work at 175 Limeridge and 
125/155 Queen Victoria. The preconstruction meeting was held on October 4, 2018, with 
the mock-up work to start October 22 at 175 Limeridge followed by 125/155 Queen 
Victoria shortly after. Both projects are scheduled to be completed as per tender 
documents, 175 Limeridge completion by January 22, 2019 and 125/155 Queen Victoria 
by May 14, 2019. Wall-Tech has been awarded the work at 195 Limeridge and 2344 
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Barton. The schedule completion dates are, 195 Limeridge completion by February 15, 
2019 and 2344 Barton by April 5, 2019.  
 
The last portion of designs for the first half of the project is currently being reviewed, 
extending the original completion date of August 31, 2018 to October 31, 2018. 
Procurement for the next and subsequent sets of projects will be completed months in 
advance to allow all parties to coordinate resources appropriately. 
 

2.6 588 Greenfield Ave – Privacy Fence Replacement 
Original Construction Budget:  $58,000  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $22,965.75 
Planned Schedule:    29% 
Actual Schedule:    25% 
 
O’Callaghan was awarded privacy fence replacement work at the property. Most of the 
privacy fencing will  be replaced. Work started on September 10, 2018. Work is in progress 
as per the original schedule. 
 

2.7 39 Paulander Dr – Privacy Fence Replacement 
Original Construction Budget:  $58,000  
Construction Expenditure to date:  $22,965.75 
Planned Schedule:    0% 
Actual Schedule:    0% 
 
Premier Fencing will mobilize on October 18, 2018. The work is estimated to be complete 
by November 16. Preconstruction meeting was held at site on October 1, 2018. The new 
fence line was agreed on with the contractor. 
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3.0 Contract Awards 

 
3.1 Connaught Place, Kitchener – Perimeter Fence Replacement 

Request for Tender was prepared by VPCH to replace the boundary fence at Connaught 
Place property. Eighteen (18) contractors were invited to bid through Biddingo. Bid 
submission was closed on October 11, 2018 at 11:00am.  

Pre-bid briefing meetings took place at the property site on September 19, 2018 at 
10:00AM. Four (4) contractors showed up for the meeting. Six (6) bids were received. CSL 
Group LTD and O’Callaghan bids were received late (at 11:02am and 4:17pm 
respectively). The bidders provided all requested forms and documents. Table below 
summarizes the bid submission. 

 
Out of the six bids received, Primier Fencing is the lowest bidder. Our 2018 Capital budget 
to replace the fence is $65,000. Due to site conditions, which require clearing the site 
from excessive vegetation and debris, the project is scheduled to start in spring 2019. 
Check Appendix I for Bid Summary Report.  
 

Recommendation: I propose that the perimeter fence replacement work is awarded to 
Primier Fencing for $48,450.00 + HST.   

  

Item Break Down Tops 
Contracting 

Services 

MJK 
Construction 

O’Callaghan 
Contracting 

CSL 
Group 
LTD 

Premier 
Fencing 

Frontier 
Fencing 

Total Base Bid $62,050 $89,320 $57,750 $89,250 $48,450 $71,500 
Earliest start Mar – 19  May-19    
Number of full time 
persons 

3 6 4 3 – 4   3 – 4 

Estimated time (in 
weeks) 

4 5 10 3  3 
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Bid Summary Report 

To: Property and Tenant Relations Committee 

From:  Mohamad Al Balmouni 
Regarding: Perimeter Fence Replacement at VP54 – Connaught Place 
Date:  October 16, 2018 

 
The following is a summary of the bids received for Request for Tender (RFT) for VP54 – Connaught Place, 
Kitchener – Perimeter Fence Replacement. 

Description of Work 

The work includes the replacement of the perimeter fence at the property boundary. The work is being done to 
address safety concerns, through traffic and maintain property standards. 

Request for Tender (RFT) Process: 

1. Contractors were invited through Biddingo to submit their bids for the privacy fence replacement. 

Refer to Page 3 of this report for the complete list of invited contractors. 
2. Pre-Bid briefing meetings took place at the property site on Wednesday, September 19, 2018 at 10:00. 

Four (4) contractors showed up for the meeting. Refer to Page 3 of this report for the complete list of 

attendees.  
3. Part of the bid process, one (1) addendum was issued on Tuesday, September 25, 2018. Two (2) week 

time extension was granted to contractors to prepare their bids. 

Budget 

The 2018 Capital Plan allows for the following: 

VP Code Element Description Need 
Repair 
Type 

Priority 2018 Budget 

VP54 G2040 - Site 
Development Deck/Fencing Replacement Capital High $65,000 
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Schedule 

The project is scheduled to start by spring 2019 to clear the construction site for the contractor: clear debris, 
excessive vegetation and trees growing at neighboring properties. 

Response to Bid 

Four (4) bids were received before the closing time (before 11:00am on October 11, 2018) and two (2) were 
received after the closing time (received on October 11, 2018, at 11:02am and 4:17pm respectively). The bidders 
provided all requested forms and documents. 

*The bid was received after the set closing date. 

Refer to Page 4 of this report that includes base bid form filled with unit rates of prices from bids received. 

Results/Recommendations 

Premier Fencing submitted the lowest bid of ($48,150.00 + HST). The bid is less than that set in the budget 

($65,000). Premier Fencing is currently doing fencing works at VP44 – 39 Paulander Drive and showing good 
performance. 

Recommendation: Awarding Premier Fencing perimeter fencing works at VP54 – Connaught Place with works to 
start in spring of 2019. 

 

Contractor Total Price (Excl. 
HST) 

Start Date Site Work 
Force 

Number of 
Weeks 

Tops Contracting Services Inc. $62,050 Mar – 19 3 4 
MJK Construction Inc. $89,320  6 5 
O'Callaghan * $57,750 May – 19 4 10 
CSL Group LTD * $97,750  3 - 4 3 
Premier Fencing $48,450    
Frontier Fencing and Decks $71,500  3 - 4 3 
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List of Companies Received Bid Documents 

  
Company Contact Person Title Email Phone City Attend Prebid meeting Doc Takers Amendment Notification(s)

All Professional Trades Services 
Inc.

Sheryl Nash Operations Manager sheryl@allprofessionaltrades.com 905-475-5351 Richmond Hill Partial doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2

Construct Connect Melinda Rideout research.canada@cmdgroup.com 905-752-5540 Markham Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
CSL Group Ltd. Jack Wieske President sales@cslgroup.ca 905 648 7949 Ancaster Yes Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Design Concrete Systems Kenn Hines Estimating lloghrin@designconcrete.ca 519-527-0397 Seaforth Partial doc taker
Errington Property Maintenace Kevin Errington kevin@erringtonpm.com 289-673-2392 Thorold Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Esposito Bros. Construction Domenic Petosa President domenic@espositobros.com 905-857-1191 Bolton Partial doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Feltz Design Build Limited Cameron Scott Project Manager cams@feltz.ca 519-273-1989  Stratford Partial doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Frontier Fencing & Decks Inc. Tammy  Palfreyman Admin frontierfencinganddecksinc@gmail.

com
519-448-3946 St. George Yes Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2

Imperial Fence & Landscaping Kerry Seitz President Operations kseitz@imperialfence.ca 519 759 5586 Brantford Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
J & J Property Services Dejan Jankovic President contact@jandjpropertyservices.ca 289-633-2016 Milton Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
M&E General Contracting Inc. Michael Andreatta megeneral@live.com (416) 414-7877 Woodbridge Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
MJ.K. Construction Inc. Mujahid Hussain President info@mjkconstruction.ca 905-671-4111 Mississauga Yes Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Peninsula Construction Inc Aaron Huibers Estimator estimating@peninsula.ca 905-892-2661 Fonthill Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
RHD Premium Services Inc. Rafeek Hanna rafeek.hanna@rhdpremium.com 9058062505 Markham Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Seawaves Development Services 
Inc.

Zak Bachi President seawaves.development@gmail.com 905 979 2344 Hamilton Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2

Tops Contracting Services Inc. Eyad Mughamis eyad.mughamis@gmail.com 416-435-6466 Brampton Yes Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Universal fencing designs inc Marco Fantauzzi CEO infoufd@gmail.com 6472036957 Tottenham Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
Verti-Crete of Toronto Marlene Filipe Project Manager sales@verticreteto.com 905-857-8572 Bolton Full doc taker KW-1-1, KW-1-2
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Base Bid Form Filled With Unit Rates of Prices from Bids Received 

 

 
Item No. Description of Work Estimated 

Quantity
Unit of 

Measure Unit Price Total Price Unit Price Total Price Unit Price Total Price Unit Price Total Price Unit Price Total Price Unit Price Total Price

1

Provide new wood perimeter fencing 
(include conc. footings) including 
removal and disposal of existing 
fencing and footing

850’-0”
Linear feet of 

fencing 70.00$         59,500.00$   73.38$         62,370.00$   65.00$         55,250.00$   105.00$        89,250.00$   57.00$         48,450.00$   84.12$         71,500.00$   

2 Mobilization / Demobilization N/A Lump Sum N/A 2,550.00$     N/A 26,950.00$   N/A 2,500.00$     N/A 8,500.00$     N/A - N/A -
Totals

3 TOTAL ESTIMATED BASE BID (items 1+2) (excluding H.S.T.) 62,050.00$   89,320.00$   57,750.00$   97,750.00$   48,450.00$   71,500.00$   
4 13% HARMONIZED SALES TAX (H.S.T.) 8,066.50$     11,611.60$   7,507.50$     12,707.50$   6,298.50$     9,295.00$     
5 TOTAL ESTIMATED CONTRACT PRICE (Item 3 + Item 4) 70,116.50$   100,931.60$ 65,257.50$   110,457.50$ 54,748.50$   80,795.00$   
6 Estimated Start Date (Month/Day/Year)

7
Full Time Site Work Force and Estimated Number of Weeks to 

Complete the Work

Frontier Fencing and 
Decks

3-4 Full Time Persons on 
Site for 3 Weeks

Tops Contracting Services 
Inc. Premier Fencing

3 Full Time Persons on Site 
for 4 Weeks

Mar-19

CSL Group LTD

3-4 Full Time Persons on 
Site for 3 Weeks

MJK Construction Inc.

6 Full Time Persons on Site 
for 5 Weeks

O'Callaghan

May-19

4 Full Time Persons on Site 
for 10 Weeks
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1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to:   
a) Provide a status update on the 154 Bronte Street infill development; 
b) Provide a status update on 60 Caledon Avenue; 
c) Provide a status update on the Hamilton Wentworth District School Board’s 

Sir John A. McDonald site community hub development; and 
d) Provide information on additional “development links”. 

 
At this time, this entire report is for information and discussion purposes only; no 
approvals are being sought at this time.  

 
2. BRONTE STREET (HALTON REGION INFILL PROJECT) 

As the Committee is aware, we must sign a Contribution Agreement with Halton 
Region by December 31st and as such, we are in an intense period of work making 
sure everything comes together within the next 2 months. 
 
Minor Variance Application 
 
We are pleased to report that on September 27th, our request for a minor variance 
was approved by the Committee of Adjustments.  There have been a number of 
concessions made around parking.  One of these concessions is the removal of the 
proposed laundry facility as the area will now be used for additional bike 
storage/parking.  We have asked our architect to propose alternate possibilities, 
such as the storage locker space in the new facility, as a solution to our need for a 
laundry facility.  This is extremely important to the ongoing satisfaction of our 

Executive Director’s Report on Development 
 
Date: 

 
October 17, 2018 

To:  
 The Property & Tenant Relations Committee  

From: Lori-Anne Gagne, Executive Director, CIHCM 
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residents as we prefer that they do not have to go off-site to do laundry.  
 
With our minor variance application approved, we are submitting a site plan 
application before the end of this month. 
 
Financing 
 
Tim Welch Consulting (TWC) is currently in negotiations with CMHC around the 
financing for the new development.  We are actually pursuing two (2) different lines 
of financing simultaneously:  CMHC Direct Lending and CMHC’s Co-Investment 
Fund.  TWC spoke to CMHC months ago regarding the CMHC direct loan, including 
the need for the mortgage to be “parri passu” with the current first position CMHC 
mortgage and they were agreeable, noting a full application and review by CMHC.  
This submission is currently being prepared by TWC. 
 
Meanwhile, in discussions with Anthony Adrien at CMHC, he felt quite strongly that 
Victoria Park should submit an application through the CMHC co-investment fund.  
While Victoria Park would be happy to have some additional equity brought to the 
new development budget via the co-investment approval process, the 
recommendation from TWC is to also continue with a CMHC direct loan application 
because at this point, we are not certain if the project would score high enough in 
the co-investment categories of energy efficiency as well as accessibility which are 
quite stringent in order to score top marks. 
 
In light of the above and the fact that we cannot risk one of our applications being 
denied and setting the project back in schedule, we have advised CMHC that we 
intend to submit two applications.  It should be noted here that TWC is doing twice 
the paperwork on the financing to ensure we get the best possible outcome. 
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Construction Costing 
 
A meeting has been scheduled for October 29, 2018 with JJ McGuire who has been 
retained as the construction manager.  At that time, JJ McGuire will begin to do 
detailed costing estimates.  In order for this to be completed, the drawings must be 
advanced to “building permit” ready and TWC is working with the architect to ensure 
this happens. 
 
Resident Engagement / Resistance 

 
As part of the resident communication and engagement portion of the project, a full 
residents’ meeting has been scheduled for Tuesday, October 30th.  We will be inviting 
Halton Region to attend this meeting and it should be noted that Board members are 
also welcome to attend if they so choose. 
 
Unfortunately, before we could hold that meeting, several residents attended the 
Committee of Adjustment hearing to express concerns over the development.  In 
particular, the three residents that will be most affected were most vocal: 
 

• Residents in the 4-bedroom townhouse to be demolished 
• Residents in the unit next to the above as they will now be attached to an apartment 
     building at the end of construction, and 
• Residents in the bachelor unit that will be converted to a bike storage facility. 

 
Staff is working diligently to assist and address all concerns listed above and a brief 
description of our efforts follows. 
 
Unit being demolished 
 
Staff recognizes that we erred in not communicating the potential new development 
to the residents of this four (4) bedroom townhouse when they moved in not long 
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ago.  We were very transparent with the residents that WERE in the unit and once 
they learned of the possible development, they choose to vacate.  At that time, Vic 
Park had become aware that a Fall 2017 RFP was not going to be issued by Halton 
Region so the rental department thought the development had been halted and did 
not inform the new residents when they moved in.  We have met with them several 
times, acknowledged our mistake, expressed our sincerest apologies and have 
offered to do everything possible to assist them in relocation including helping them 
find a suitable accommodation to their liking, assisting with relocation/moving costs 
as well as disconnection and re-connection fees for such things as cable, internet 
etc. and allowing notice/rental forgiveness in order to accommodate the timing of a 
move.   
 
During our last meeting with the residents, they provided a list of properties they 
would be willing to consider for a move.  At the time of writing this report, one of 
those properties has indicated they have a suitable unit coming available for 
December 1st and they would be willing to work with us on re-locating this resident.  
C. Thornhill is now following up with the residents directly.  We may have a further 
update at the time of the P & T meeting on Tuesday. 
 
Unit 3 –  Next to new build  

 
This is the resident that appears to be the most upset.  We have not yet been 
successful in establishing a face-to-face meeting with her.  We are hopeful that we 
will be able to arrange this within the next week or so, as long as the tenant 
cooperates.  If not, we will have an opportunity to talk to her at the full residents 
meeting at the end of the month as we are very confident she will be in attendance. 
 
Again, we would be more than willing to assist this resident with relocation off-site if 
that is her desire or we can place her on a waiting list for an internal transfer within 
the property.  However, we cannot provide assistance or support until we get to the 
root of her fears around this development. 
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Bachelor Unit 
 
Unlike the residents of Unit 4, this tenant was informed of the plans prior to her 
moving into the complex.  As such, she was always aware of the possibility that this 
unit would be removed from service and that she would be offered first choice of a 
new one-bedroom unit in the apartment building once completed. 
 
When this property was originally developed, this unit served as a laundry facility.  At 
some point, that was removed and converted to a bachelor unit.  At the start of infill 
development considerations almost 2 years ago, we were planning to convert this 
BACK to a laundry facility that could serve both the existing property and the new 
apartment building.  Unfortunately, as previously mentioned in this report, in order to 
obtain our minor variance, we have had to commit to making this space available for 
bike parking/storage. 
 
This unit is targeted to receive a rent supplement from Halton Region so it does 
count towards their Service Standards.  As such, it cannot be removed and won’t be 
as we have made arrangements with Halton Region to transfer this rent supplement 
to the new apartment building once built. 
 
Although this resident attended the committee of adjustment meeting, our sense is 
she was there more for information and to offer support to the other resident of unit 
#3.  She is not concerned herself. 
 
Residents’ Meeting October 30, 2018 
 
Attached as Appendix “A” is the proposed agenda and details for our upcoming 
residents’ meeting. 
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3. 60 CALEDON AVENUE 
As reported in my last report, this is a new opportunity that surfaced over the 
summer and presents a wonderful opportunity for Victoria Park and other partners.  
However, much like our Bronte St. development, this opportunity comes with a tight 
time frame in that the City of Hamilton needs to have a concrete plan for this site by 
the end of this year. 
 
Hamilton East Kiwanis, Indwell and Victoria Park are working collectively with 
NewCommons to establish our plan for the site as well as to establish a framework 
for this type of partnership.  It is a very new concept so there are many details to be 
considered.  To give the Committee an idea of those considerations, I have attached 
as Appendix  “B”, the overview of our last partners meeting. 
 
It should be noted that we explored 3 partnership models and are split between a 
“land lease” type of model (more complicated but may have longer term benefits) 
versus a severance/joint venture which is the simplest but may not have the 
replicable benefits.  It was agreed that we should first confirm our vision/plan for the 
site and then have “form follow function”. 
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We have a meeting scheduled with the City of Hamilton for October 31st to present 
our progress to date and to ensure it is in line with the City’s vision.  We also have 
another meeting scheduled for November 27th as we must make sure we keep things 
moving forward to meet the end of year deadline. 
 

4. HWDSB SJAM COMMUNITY HUB 
In my August report to the Committee, I advised that the Hamilton Wentworth 
District School Board did get funding to retain a consultant (Deloitte) to further 
flush out the concept which will happen from September to December 2018.  At that 
time, I reported that the next full community hub consultation day was to occur in 
September however that has changed.  Instead, Deloitte is doing individual 
consultations and data gathering from all partners.  Both Hamilton East Kiwanis and 
Victoria Park have had their consultation with Deloitte.  The next full day planning 
meeting involving all partners has been scheduled for Friday, December 7th. 
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5. ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT LINKS 
In addition to our targeted development opportunities, we continue to make ourselves 
available to other non-profit organizations to share our lessons learned (Strategic Priority 
Item).  Over the last couple of months, we have had two (2) unique discussions. 
 
Home Suite Hope 
 
At the request of Andrew Balahura, Director of Housing for Halton Region, Victoria Park and 
TWC met with Home Suite Hope on September 26th.  They are an organization that helps 
single mothers who are often fleeing abusive relationships to get housing and supports 
needed to re-build their lives.  They have land available and wanted general information on 
how to get a housing development underway.  The following is an excerpt from the e-mail 
received from the Executive Director following our meeting: 
 
Dear Tim and Lori-Anne, 
 
A HUGE THANK YOU to both of you for meeting us all in Oakville this afternoon, and guiding 
us through this superbly interesting and exciting housing tutorial.  I learned a ton.  Thank you 
for sharing so willingly your expertise and learning from past projects – very helpful. 
 
MANY thanks to all of you kind-hearted and forward-thinking people in that room, 
It is a joy to be involved in this wonderful prospect of better housing for our folks. 
 
Binkley United Church 
 
This church group has land that they want to develop so they held a community roundtable 
to consult with community partners.  V. Fowler attended the meeting on behalf of Victoria 
Park community homes and the group was quite encouraged by the turnout and support. 
 
 PREPARED BY: 
 Lori-Anne Gagne, Executive Director, CIHCM 
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APPENDIX A 

RESIDENT OPEN HOUSE  
 ~~~~REMINDER~~~~ 

 

 

Dear Residents, October 18, 2018 

Victoria Park Community Homes was founded in 1972 and has over 40 years of experience in 
developing affordable housing.   

Adding new units to an existing site is always a challenge; to meet the needs of the existing 
residents;  working to provide new homes for future residents and to enhance the community. 

As you know, we sent a notice to advise you of our Open House to provide information and 
and hear from you.  We take this opportunity to remind you the meeting will be held on: 

Tuesday, October 30, 2018 at 7 pm  
at 

Hugh Foster Hall - 141 King Street, Milton 
 

This is an opportunity for you, the residents, to learn more about the construction of the new 
building and how it will affect you; next steps and timelines; and what we’re doing to make 
sure this project is successful on all sides.   

Victoria Park staff and the Development Team will be available to answer your questions and 
receive your comments.  

There is a short agenda on the reverse of this notice. 

We want to see you there!! 
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AGENDA 

 

1. Introductions and Purpose of Meeting 

2. Overview of Project and Timeline 
• General Overview 
• Purpose and Vision 
• Removal of Current Units (2) 
• Parking 

 
3. What To Expect During Construction  

• Temporary Utility Shut Offs 
• Noise 
• Safety on Site 

 
4. Maintenance for Current Units and Capital Repair Plan for 2019-2021 

 
5. Next Steps 

 
6. Q & A 

Date:  October 30, 2018 

Time:  7:00 p.m. 

Location: Hugh Foster Hall 

  141 King Street, Milton 
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Indwell 
Victoria Park Community Homes 

Kiwanis Homes

Partnership Discussion: 60 Caledon

APPENDIX B
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Caledon Project Status
• Partnership structure

• How will the development stage be 
structured?

• How will the new development be owned 
and operated?

• Project development proforma
• What are the economics of the project?

• Site vision and plan
• How do we get the most out of the site? 

(housing, community benefit)
• What does each partner need? (unit mix)
• What can each partner bring? (equity, 

program supports, etc.)
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The Partnership

• Key opportunities
• Demonstration site: pilot a 

partnership approach to development 
and deliver a community-based 
solution (vs. CHH)

• Innovate: test a different delivery 
approach, leverage alternative 
financing

• Grow partners’ balance sheets: add to 
each partners’ asset base
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Principles

• Site Ownership: The project will establish long term 
control of the site in the interests of residents, 
community and operating partners.

• Long-term Affordability: The project will establish a 
vehicle that ensures housing affordability on the site is 
maintained in perpetuity.

• Project Economics: The project will outline a business 
plan that produces a viable project.

• Project Operations: The project will establish a 
framework for sustainable operations of the site.

• Replicable Model: The project will strive to produce a 
scalable partnership model for development.

• Collaboration: The project will be developed in a 
collaborative manor, engaging partners in order to 
produce a collectively owned vision and process for 
development.
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Partnership Structure Options

1. New entity owns land

2. New entity owns land and new development

3. Development joint venture and severance 
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New entity has land lease with each partner

• Development plan: Single parcel vision and development plan

• End ownership: Land owned by new entity and a long term lease is 
given to each partner 

• New entity has leasehold with City
• Land lease to operators (49 or 99 year lease)
• Partners are owners and operators of building only, not land

• Considerations: how is the project funding and financing structured? 
What is the public parkland requirement, how will this affect the lease?
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Option 2
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New entity owns land and development

• Development plan: Single parcel vision and development plan

• End ownership: New entity owns the land and development and 
partners are the operating partners

• “Community Land Trust” structure

• Considerations: partners do not grow their asset base; how is the 
project funding and financing structured? 

• Benefits: portfolio-based approach to development and management 
allows for scale/efficiencies
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Development Joint Venture

• Development plan: Single parcel vision and development plan

• End ownership: Land severed on construction closing, each partner 
owns and operates it’s own parcel (or long-term lease from City)

• Shared facilities agreement to cover any areas of mutual use

• Considerations: how is the project funding and financing structured? 

• Benefits: traditional approach
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Next Steps
• Set meetings to discuss:

• Partnership Oct. 3
• Proforma Sept. 28
• Site plan Oct. 12

• City meetings: end of Oct. and end of Nov.

• What we want to have for City conversation:
• Site plan that works for everyone

• Clear unit mix and community vision
• Order of magnitude project proforma
• Preferred partnership structure
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